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1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of variational inequalities has played a significant role in dealing with various problems 
arising in mechanics, physics, optimization and control theory, operations research, and several 
branches of engineering sciences. The existence theory of variational inequalities i  based on 
monotonicity arguments, on coercivity conditions [1], and on KKM mappings [2]. 
If the corresponding energy functionals involved are nonconvex, another type of inequality 
expressions arises as variational formulations of the problem which are called hemi-variationai 
inequalities. Their derivation is based on the mathematical notion of the generalized gradient of 
Clarke. Several types of hemi-variational inequalities have already been studied with respect o 
certain mechanical problems, e.g., in nonmonotone s mipermeability problems, in the theory of 
simple and multilayered plates, in the theory of composite structures, etc. It should be noted 
that hemi-variational inequalities have been proved very efficient for the treatment of certain 
unsolved or partially solved problems [3-6]. 
Our main aim is to consider the solvability of generalized quasi-variational hemi-variational 
inequality (GQHVI) problems involving multivalued pseudomonotone operators. The obtained 
GQHVI problems generalize the hemi-variational inequality problems considered by Motreanu 
and Panagiotopoulos [4], Panagiotopoulos, Fundo and Radulescu [5], and the present author [3] 
in many directions. 
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2. PREL IMINARIES  
Let V be a real Banach space and V* its topological dual; (', ") the associated pairing and H" [] 
stands for the norm in V as well as in V*. Let K be a nonempty, closed, and convex subset of 
the Banach space V. Consider the multivalued operators A : K --* P(V*) (by the notation P(S), 
we represent the so-called power set of S, i.e., the set of all of its subsets) and G : K ~ "P(K), 
where for each u E K the set G(u) is nonempty, closed, and convex. The functional 3" : V ~ R 
is local Lipschitz continuous, J°(u, .) stands for the Clarke's directional differential (cf. [7]), and 
f C V* is arbitrary. The norm convergence in V and V* is denoted by -~. 
The present study is concerned with the following generalized quasi-variational hemi-variational 
inequality problem: find u ¢ G(u) and u* ¢ A(u) such that 
(u*,v-  ~) + J° (~,~-  ~) > ( / ,~-  ~/, vv e a(~). (1) 
The above problem is referred to as a generalized quasi-variational hemi-variational inequality 
(for short, GQHVI(1)) and any element u E K satisfying the above conditions is said to be a 
solution to GQHVI(1). 
The following situation for the locally Lipschitzian functional J : V(= WI,P(~)) ~ R is of 
particular interest in applications: 
J(u) = fa j (x  , u(x))dx, u E LP(a), (2) 
where j : f tx  R -~ R, is the function 
// j(x,t) = 0(x,~) d~, t e R, (3) 
which corresponds to a function 0 : f tx  R --* R satisfying the following assumption. 
ASSUMPTION (H). O(x, .) E Lion(R) for a.e., x ¢ f t ,  and there exist c > 0 and a C LP' (fl) such 
that 
IO(=,~)1 _< a(x) + cl~[ "-~ 
for a.e., x E ft and each 7 E R, where J . /p  Zr- j . /p l  = j.. 
For a locally Lipschitzian functional h : V --* R, we  denote by  h ° (u, v) the Clarke generalized 
directional derivative of h at u in the direction v, that is 
h(w + ,kv) - h(w) 
h °(u, v) := lira sup 
),--.o+,w--.u /~ 
It is known that Assumption (H) implies that the functional J in (2 / is locally Lipschitz on 
V = WI'P(ft) and LP(f~). At the same time, we have (cf. [3]) 
aj°(x,u(x);v(x))  dx > J°(u,v), Vu, v e nP(~). (4) 
Recall also at this point that 
Oh(u) := {u* • V* I h°(u,v) > (u*,v} , Vv • V} (5) 
denotes the generalized Clarke subdifferential. 
SPECIAL CASES. 
(i) If the operator A(-) is single-valued, G(u) - K, Vu e K, the GQHVI(1) collapses to the 
problem: find u • K such that 
(Au- f ,v -u )÷J° (u ,v -u )>O,  VveK.  
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The above problem was considered by Liu [3], and Panagiotopoulos, Fundo and Rad- 
ulescu [5]. 
(ii) tf the operator A(.) is single-valued, g _= 0 identically, then GQHVI(1) recovers the 
following GQVI: find u E G(u) such that 
(Au - f , v - u) >_ O, v v E a(u). 
The above problem was initiated by Mosco [8]. 
Following Browder [9], we say a mapping F : V -+ 7)(V *) is pseudomonotone, if for any. 
sequence [un} in K converging weakly to an element u E K and for any sequence {u~} in V* 
with u~ ~ F(u,~), for each n E N, for which 
lim sup (u*~, un - u) < 0; 
7~---+ OO 
then for each v 6 K there exists u* (v) E F(u) such that 
(~*(v), ~ - v> < 1iminf (~ ,  ~. - ~>. 
~ ----+ O0 
In this paper, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. (See [I0].) Let V be a separable Banach space and K be a nonempty, compact convex 
subset of V. Suppose F : K ~ 7)(V *) and G: K ~ 7)(K) such that the following hold. 
(i) The mapping L : K --~ T)(K) defined by 
L (u)= {vEK :~.eF(~)inf (u*,u--v} <O} 
has a closed graph in iT( x K. 
(ii) O is a lower semicontinuous mapping with a dosed graph and nonempty convex values. 
Then, there is a u c G(u) such that infu. EF(u)  (U *, ¢t--V} S 0 for all v E G(u). If in addition F(u) 
is also weak* compact and convex, then there exists a u* E F(u) such that (u*, u -v )  <_ 0 for all 
c c(u). 
3.  MAIN  RESULTS 
We begin with the following lemma which will be useful in the sequel. 
LEMMA 2. Let K be a closed subset of a Banach space V and A : K --~ T)(V *) be a sequentially 
bounded (i.e., if u~ --~ u, then U,~eN A(un) is bounded in V*), pseudomonotone mapping, Y : 
V --* R locally Lipschitzian function on V. Then, for any f E V*, the set-valued map L : K --* 
7)(K) defined by 
L(u) = {v E K : inf (u* + j* - f ,u -  v} < O} 
u* EA(u),j* COJ(u) 
has a closed graph in K x K. 
PROOF. Suppose (u~, vn) E Gr(L), Un --* u, and Vn --+ v. Then, for each n E N we have 
inf (u* + j* - f ,  u~ - v~} < 0. 
Thus, for each n E N there are u* E A(u~)., j~ E 0g(u~) such that 
1 
{~ +A - f,~,~ - . ,0  -< - .  (6) 
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Since A is sequentially bounded, we have that {u~} is bounded. Thus, lim sup~__.~(u*, us-u}  = 0 
and since A is pseudomonotone there is a u*(v) e A(u) such that 
~/,* - -  V} <~* (~), ~ - ~> <_ l i ra  in f  ( ~, ~ 
n- -~ 
= liminf {(u*,un - v~> ÷ (u*,vn -- v>} 
n- -+O0 
= lira in f  (~, ~ - ~>. 
~--+oo 
By Proposition 2.1.2 in [7], we also have that {j*} is bounded. In virtue of Proposition 2.1.5 
in [7], passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume the sequence {j*} converges to 
j* E OY(u) for the w*-topology in V*. So, we obtain 
j* 
Therefore, from (6) we have 
(u*(v) + j* - f, u - v> < l i rn~f <u* + j* - f, u~ - v~} < 0, 
which implies that (u, v) E Gr(L). The proof is complete. 
THEOREM 1. Let V be a separable Banach space and K be a nonempty, compact convex subset 
of V. Suppose that A : K -~ T)(V *) is a sequentially bounded, pseudomonotone mapping 
and A(u), Vu E K is weak* compact and convex, Y : V --* R locally Lipschitzian function on V, 
and G : K --* 79(K) such that G is a lower semicontinuous mapping with a dosed graph and 
nonempty convex values. Then, for any f E V* there is a u E G(u), u* E A(u), and j* E Od(u) 
such that (u* + j* - f, u - v> _< 0 for all v E G(u). 
PROOF. By Proposition 2.1.2 in [7], we have that OJ(u) is weak* compact and convex. Since 
we assume that A(u) is weak* compact and convex, so is A(u) + OJ(u). A direct application of 
Lemmas 1 and 2 leads to our Theorem 1. 
We are now in a position to get the existence results for Problem GQHVI(1). 
THEOREM 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, Problem GQHVI(1) has at least one solution. 
PROOF. By Theorem 1, there exists at least u E G(u) and u* E A(u), j* E OJ(u) such that 
(u * + j* - f , u - v} < O, V v E G(u), 
i , e . ,  
By (5), we get 
<u*,v - u> + jo (u, v - u> >_ <f, v - u>, V v C G(u), 
which proves our Theorem 2. 
REMARK. In our Theorem 2, we do not assume any continuous conditions on finite-dimensional 
subspaces about the pseudomonotone mapping A (cf. [9]). 
If we assume that G(u) - K,  Vu E K,  then by Theorem 2, we have the following corollary 
which generalizes the main result in [5]. 
COI~OLLARY. Let V be a separabIe Banach space and K be a nonempty, compact convex subset 
of V. Suppose that A : K --* P(V*)  is a sequentially bounded, pseudomonotone mapping 
and A(u), V u c K is weak* compact and convex, Y : V --* R locally Lipschitzian function on V. 
Then, for any f E V* there is a u E K,  u* E A(u) such that 
(u* ,v -u}+J° (u ,v -u}>_( f ,v -u ) ,  VvEK.  
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